
ALAN
UNWANTED WANTS

I am a self taught digital artist, traditional artist, concept artist, illustrator and
textile artist. Ever since I saw my mum paint at 5 years old, right before I
picked up a pen to draw, I have always seen the universe as art. Art is what
brings beauty and substance to the world, without art there will be nothing
apart from breathing in and out which in todays world isn’t regarded as the
soul purpose to life. This is why inspirations aren’t hard for me to find ,
because since the universe is art then everywhere I look I get inspirations, so
I like to study, travel, make fashion designs, watch cartoons, watch movies,
watch anime, take random pictures to preserve inspirations. I avoid being
messy in my works, that is why I don’t settle for less until I have satisfied
myself with the final detailing. I believe I can do everything and anything that is
why I try to expand my reach everyday, this touches both my art and
everything I do. Im working hard to reach my goal: being an inspiration in the
art world and growing with other talented and creative people.

For contents on my textile art check my Instagram page

@The_unwanted_w

Contact my twitter

@TheAlanYouWant

Phone

+2348153223114
Whatsapp

+2348140084451
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1

MANIAC
A FANART of the top three killer clowns: Joker + Jerom Valeska +
Pennywise.
An art made to tell the say that even killers smile.



2

RICK AND MORTY UNWANTED
A FANART of Rick and Morty in my own style wearing outfits made by me
on my instagram page. A collaborative art made with @cloth_mate .



3

MY AMAZING SPIDERMAN
A FANART of SPIDERMAN + DEADPOOL + SUKUNA ( JUJUTSU
KAISEN). Gun pouch was made with inspration from materials used for
CLOTHMATE (@Cloth_mate) wears.



4

BODY DEEP
An alternative album art cover for BODY DEEP a song byWavy the creator. Art was made
for Wavy the creator.



5

SELF PORTRAIT
A self portrait.



6

PORTRAIT
A portrait of Rose.



7

THE HIBISCUS
For the love of nature.



8

GENERATION Z
An album art illustration made for ENI for his ep”Z”released on the 8th of november
2020.



9

Ttt
THE GOOD THE BAD and THE UGLY, a proposed album art illustration made for a music
act but has been put on hold for management reasons.



10

LOGOS

For Dj Calix

For TOM34



11

AMAI SAIGAI
A comic still in process…
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AMAI SAIGAI
A comic still in process…
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Some characters of the comic.



14

A page of the comic.

All material published in this portfolio was
produced exclusively by Alan. You cant copy,

Distribute and display works or contents
Without permission.


